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WELCOME

Welcome to the first edition of Xtraordinary Insight of the year. As always in our 
first issue, we would like to wish you a successful and prosperous 2016.

This year will see the Olympics commence on 5th August in Brazil with the 
opening ceremony taking place in the Maracana Stadium. Euro 2016 France kick 
off on Friday 10th June with the hosts playing Romania at the Stade de France in 
St-Denis. The Queen will celebrate her 90th birthday with a series of events taking 
place during May and June to mark the occasion. Prince Phillip also celebrates his 
95th birthday on 10th June, and 2016 is also a leap year.

In this issue we cover a truly inspiring story from our client John Timson, detailing 
his trip to Uganda to see the work undertaken by his supported charity. There is 
also an article covering the cost of a raising a child (be prepared for a shock), and 
we provide technical information surrounding the many financial changes due to 
take place during 2016.

We are also pleased to welcome back our Practice Manager, Sarah Grimley, from 
maternity leave following the birth of her second daughter Orla in March 2015. 

Throughout the year we plan to continue to include informative, technical content 
within our newsletters along with coverage of topical issues. If there are any topics 
that you would like to read more about, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Now the clocks have moved forward and we start to enjoy the lighter, longer days 
- and dare we say it, some sunshine - you may be thinking of planning a holiday. 
Please remember we love to hear about your explorations. If you would like to 
share your insights and recommendations you can submit your stories, ideas and 
suggestions for inclusions in this newsletter by email to newsletter@indexwm.co.uk

We hope you enjoy the spring edition of our newsletter.
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FRIDAY ON MY MIND

When a bloated corpse of a middle-aged 
man is found floating in the River Thames 
the police can at least be sure that identifying 
the victim will be straightforward. Around 
his wrist is a hospital band displaying the 
name Dr F Klein, but psychotherapist Frieda 
Klein is very much alive.

Currently in the UKs top ten bestsellers list, 
this is the fifth addictive and intriguing 
novel in the seven-book Frieda Klein series 
by Nicci French, the pseudonym used by the 
writing partnership of journalists Nicci 
Gerrard and Sean French. The married 
couple have written a further eighteen 
other bestselling novels together.

Rich in intrigue, intensity and atmosphere, 
Friday on my Mind is classic Nicci French. It 
is a dark, gripping and sophisticated 
masterclass in psychological suspense in 
which nothing is quite what it seems.

Since her first appearance in Blue Monday 
in 2011, Frieda Klein has seen her fair share 
of death and despair. She was raped as a 
teenager, had to deal with the fallout of her 
father's suicide, and she has been left 
bloodied and beaten on several occasions.

Reading the books in sequence you get to 
know the characters. As well as the prickly, 
eccentric Frieda, who likes taking solitary 
walks through London in the dead of night, 
there’s Olivia, her flaky ex-sister-in-law, 
Sasha, her fragile former patient turned 
close friend, Josef, her fiercely loyal 
Ukrainian builder, and Malcolm Karlsson, 
the divorced DCI who secretly holds a 
candle for her.

The discovered body is in fact her former 
lover, Sandy Holland, and Frieda suspects 
he was killed by her arch nemesis – the 
sinister Dean Reeve, who was introduced 
in the first book of the series, Blue Monday. 

After incriminating evidence linking her to 
the murder is discovered, Frieda becomes 
the authority’s prime suspect. She makes 
the bold decision to disappear and assume 
another identity so she can investigate the 
truth and prove her innocence. Leaving the 
comforts of her north London existence, 
Frieda hides among the drug addicts and 
economic migrants south of the river. 
Frieda becomes the hunted, the prey of 
both the police and the murderer of the 
man who loved her.

The opening chapter is particularly vivid. 
The sentences are short, sharp and often 
shocking. The pace is quick and the book 
is peppered with memorable phrases such 
as "death is a great seducer". Dark humour 
also imbues the story throughout.

The climax is thrilling and deliciously 
surprising. "Therapists, detectives and 
writers have something in common," 
the husband-and-wife novelists have said. 
"In different ways they all impose some sort 
of narrative on the messiness of existence."

At the end, fans of French's fiction, new 
and old, will be left counting the days for 
the release of the sixth novel in the series. 
All we know is that it will feature, yet again, 
the indomitable Frieda Klein, that it will 
have Saturday in its title and, like Friday 
on my Mind, it will be utterly addictive.

Nicci French’s stories are clever, superbly 
plotted and utterly unpredictable, a sign 
of a writing duo at the top of their game. 
As the couple have published a Frieda Klein 
book every year for the last five years, it’s 
likely we will have to have to wait until 2017 
for the denouement. Oh, the suspense!



In April Queen Elizabeth II will become 
the first reigning British monarch to 
reach the age of 90. A series of official 
events have been arranged to celebrate 
her birthday.

Thursday April 21:
The Queen will spend her 90th birthday 
at Windsor Castle with her family.

Thursday 12 to Sunday 15 May: 
The Queen's Birthday Celebration will 
be a 90-minute long extravaganza with 
900 horses and more than 1,500 riders 
and performers.

It will be similar to the Diamond Jubilee 
horse pageant at Windsor in 2012, 
though this time video projection and 
theatrical lighting will play a big part.

A live show will take place each evening 
and be seen by an audience of 30,000 
people. The Queen will attend on the 
final evening, which will be broadcast 
in a two-hour live television programme.

Friday 10th June: 
A Service of Thanksgiving at St Paul's 
Cathedral marks the start of a weekend 
of events to celebrate the Queen's 
birthday. 

The congregation will be made up of 
invited guests only, but the service will 
be televised.

Saturday 11th June: 
Her Majesty accompanied by Members 
of the Royal Family will attend at The 
Queen’s Birthday Parade on Horse 
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THE QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS

Queen Elizabeth II is Sovereign 
of 16 Commonwealth realms: United 
Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Jamaica, 
New Zealand, Antigua and Barbuda, 
Belize, Papua New Guinea, St Vincent 
and the Grenadines, St Christopher 
and Nevis, Tuvalu, Barbados, Grenada, 
The Bahamas, Solomon Islands, and 
St Lucia. She is also Head of the 
Commonwealth itself, a voluntary 
association of 53 independent 
countries. 

Despite having a plethora of earrings 
to pick from, The Queen is very often 
seen wearing the same pair.

The earrings, which are known as 
Queen Mary’s Button Earrings, were 
part of a selection of jewellery that 
her grandmother Queen Mary gifted 
her when she married Philip in 1947.

The Queen's signature style of wearing 
a single-colour outfit and decorative 
hat is a deliberate choice to help make 
her more easily visible in a crowd.

The Queen has a personal wealth of 
£275m, as estimated by Forbes. The 
Crown Estate and Royal Collection 
are valued at approximately £9.8bn 
and held in trust for the nation.

The Queen's title varies slightly in 
each of her realms. In the Maori 
language, she is known as Kotuku, 
which means "the white heron", a 
cherished bird rarely seen in New 
Zealand. In Papua New Guinea she is 
known as 'Missis Kwin', and 'Mama 
belong big family'.

In the Isle of Man, she is Lord of 
Man; in the Channel Islands, she is 
Duke of Normandy; and in the land 
of the Duchy of Lancaster, she is 
Duke of Lancaster.

FUN FIVE - THE QUEEN

Guards Parade also known as Trooping 
the Colour parade.

This chance for the Queen to inspect 
soldiers from the Household Division 
takes place on Horse Guards Parade 
behind Whitehall, and is televised live 
by the BBC from 10am.

The Queen will make an appearance on 
the balcony of Buckingham Palace at 
1pm to watch a fly-past. This will be the 
only "balcony moment" of the birthday 
celebrations.

Sunday 12th June: 
The Queen will attend the Patron's 
Lunch, a celebration of Her Majesty's 
patronage of over 600 organisations in 
the UK and around the Commonwealth 
since 1952. Peter Phillips, the Queen’s 
grandson, is organising the event.

The lunch will be attended by 10,000 
guests - many from charities supported 
by the Queen - in London's The Mall, 
which will be lined with picnic tables for 
the street party. The guests will enjoy a 
hamper-style lunch and be entertained 
by street performers and circus acts.

The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh 
will take part in the event from a 
specially-built platform on the Queen 
Victoria Memorial in front of 
Buckingham Palace. 

The street party will raise money for 
the new Patron's Fund, which will be 
used to support specific initiatives and 
projects run by the Queen's charities. 
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Looking too often is injurious to your health
(Feb 1975 to Jan 2016) 

Source: Albion Strategic Consulting.  Data: MSCI World Index (net divs.) total return before inflation.  All losses are cumulative, not annualised.

‘Look’ Frequency

Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
6 months
1 year
3 years
5 years
10 years

Chance of loss

45%
38%
31%
31%
23%
16%
10%
3%

Chance of
loss >-5%

2%
9%
13%
16%
16%
12%
9%
2%

Chance of
loss >-10%

0%
1%
5%
10%
11%
9%
7%
1%

Chance of
loss >-20%

0%
0%
1%
2%
5%
6%
3%
0%

Worst loss

-22%
-22%
-29%
-33%
-32%
-45%
-28%
-13%

Unfortunately, humans are hard wired 
to ignore their rational thought processes 
and to focus in on, and become emotional 
about, adjustments to share prices. Three 
key behavioural flaws, deeply embedded 
over millions of years surviving as a species, 
work against us.

 The first is immediacy; this is the
 propensity to focus on something that 
 is happening or has just happened, such
 as the readjustment of the outlook for 
 global companies given China's slowing 
 of its growth rate.
  
 The second is anchoring; humans have 
 a propensity to fixate – or anchor - on 
 a specific reference point; this might be 
 the previous high level of the market, 
 portfolio valuation or house price. 
 
 The third is loss aversion; this - as 
 described above – is where the ratio 
 of downside pain relative to upside 
 pleasure is 2:1.  Whilst that kept us 
 alive  in our pre-history, it hinders 
 us as investors.   

You can probably spot the problem and 
the conflation of these three traits when 
the market falls.  Unfortunately newspaper 
headlines, high profile commentators, the 
evening news, and irresponsible, headline-
grabbing research reports, issued by 
financial institutions, amplify the immediacy 

THE ORDINARINESS OF MARKET FALLS

and pain. We sometimes forget the power 
of capitalism in creating wealth and the 
ordinariness of equity market falls.

Wealth creation is remarkably robust
The real (after inflation) growth in GDP 
provides us with a fair sense of how the 
world’s wealth has grown.  Despite the 
doom and gloom, the world's GDP growth, 
after taking account of inflation - for both 
developed and emerging economies - 
is estimated to be around 3% for 2016. 
At this rate (using the Rule of 72), global 
output would double every 24 years. Real 
(after inflation) growth in GDP in the UK, 
from 1948 to 2014, has been a little over 
2.5% per annum and today stands at its 
highest level ever.

The compound (or geometric) return 
of global developed equities markets from 
1970 has been a little under 4% per annum, 
after inflation. That means that £100 
invested in 1970 became £533 of spending 
power, revealing the power of capitalism to 
create wealth.

The ordinariness of market falls
Market falls are part and parcel of investing.  
The more frequently you look at your 
portfolio, the more likely you are to see 
a loss, the more pain you will feel, and the 
more you will fixate on market noise rather 
than the power of capitalism. As you can see 
from the table below, if you look weekly, 

you have an almost one-in-two chance 
that you will see a loss. In the worst week 
ever (during the period) the global equity 
markets fell by 22%. That is a frequency 
and magnitude of loss that most investors 
would find hard to stomach. Over any 
one-year period, you would have had 
a one-in-four chance of a negative return.  

Don’t expect your portfolio to go up every 
year; it won’t. Looking every five years 
reduces the chances of a loss to around 
one-in-ten.
 
Our advice
In essence, our advice would be don't look 
too often at the value of your portfolio, 
stop listening to the hyperbole of the BBC 
and other media outlets and stop dwelling 
on the news. Do be optimistic about the 
power of the wealth creation potential 
of global capitalism, over the time frame you 
will be invested. We would even say, don't 
come to your annual review meeting worried 
about movements in your portfolio since 
your last review.  What matters is whether 
the value of your assets is still within 
reasonable expectations, despite being down 
(or up). Short-term market movements are 
simply noise and best ignored. 

Finally, when markets are down, remember 
one of the favourite sayings of the legendary 
investor, Jack Bogle: ‘This too shall pass!’
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“You will become way less concerned with what other people 
think of you when you realise how seldom they do.”
David Foster Wallace 
American novelist

“You would think that a rock star being married to a supermodel 
would be one of the greatest things in the world. It is.”
David Bowie
English singer-songwriter and actor

“The great enemy of clear language is insincerity.”
George Orwell
English novelist

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage 
to continue that counts.”
Winston Churchill 
Former British Prime Minister

“In societies where men are truly confident of their own worth, 
women are not merely tolerated but valued.” 
Aung San Suu Kyi
Burmese stateswoman

“Strive not to be a success, but rather to be of value.”
Albert Einstein
German theoretical physicist

“The difference between a successful person and others is not 
a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack of will.”
Vince Lombardi
American football player

“Formal education will make you a living; self-education will 
make you a fortune.”
Jim Rohn
American entrepreneur, author and motivational speaker

“A woman is like a tea bag, you can’t tell how strong she is until 
you put her in hot water.” 
Eleanor Roosevelt
Former First Lady of the United States

"It is never too late to be what you might have been." 
George Eliot
English novelist and poet

"If you live long enough, you'll make mistakes. But if you learn 
from them, you'll be a better person." 
Bill Clinton
42nd President of the United States

QUOTESINHERITANCE TAX RECEIPTS TO RISE

The Office for Budget Responsibility has announced 
that the number of families paying IHT is at a 35 
year high.

This is due primarily to the combination of property 
price increases and the frozen nil rate band.

The nil rate band is the amount that you can leave 
to your family without 40% IHT being levied. It is 
currently £325,000 for each person and has been that 
since 2009. It will now stay at that level, impervious 
to inflation and rising house prices, until 2021.

To take an admittedly exaggerated example, the 
average house price in London rose 64% to £531,000 
in the 6 years to October 2015 whilst the nil rate 
band did not increase one iota.

Partly as a result, almost three times as many 
estates are expected to be subject to IHT this year 
compared, with six years ago.

But there is some hope for those families who have 
to suffer tens of thousands of pounds in tax; an 
additional nil rate band for the family home starts 
to takes effect next April (2017). This will start at 
£100,000 for each person (£425,000 in total) 
increasing incrementally each year to £175,000 
(£500,000 in total) in 2020.

But if you have an estate worth more than £2 million, 
it starts to get taken away again!

While this additional ‘residence nil rate band’ will 
clearly provide help, there are many conditions that 
have to be fulfilled. For example, the family home 
has to be left to a direct descendant of yours.

As always, how you are affected by these measures 
will be on the agenda when we meet, but if you would 
like to chat in the meantime please get in touch.
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LEAP YEAR FACTS AND STATS

Origin
A complete orbit of the earth around the 
sun takes exactly 365.2422 days. However, 
the Gregorian calendar only allows for 365 
days. It is therefore necessary to add an 
extra day to the end of February every four 
years to keep our clocks and calendars 
aligned with the Earth and its seasons. 
The years when February contain 29 days 
are called leap years.

History
The Roman calendar used to have 355 days 
with an extra 22-day month added every 
two years. A new method of having an extra 
day added to February every four years 
happened in 46 BC when Julius Caesar 
ordered his astronomer, Sosigenes, to devise 
a better method. 

About 500 years later this system was 
adjusted when Pope Gregory XIII's 
astronomers calculated an earth year is 
not exactly 365.25 days long. He determined 
that three days needed to be ‘lost’ every 
400 years and so in 1582 he created the 
Gregorian calendar.

Index client Alan White, business owner and 
Managing Director of Non Standard Socket 
Screw, recently announced the extension of 
its headquarters in the Birmingham district 
of Hockley. 

After demolishing a recently purchased 
adjacent property, the company has extended 
its current premises by a further 8,000 sq ft. 
This has created a greatly-needed, purpose-
built space for their current operation to 
expand and has increased the site’s total 
floor area to more than 30,000 sq ft.

Established in 1971, Non Standard Socket 
Screw are a major stockist and manufacturer 
of high quality fasteners and supply a unique 
range of products.

For more information, call 0121 515 0121 
or visit:  nssocketscrews.com

EXPANSION AND RENOVATION

Proposals
In the 5th Century legend has it that an Irish 
nun called St Bridget made a complaint 
to St Patrick that women had to wait 
too long for their suitors to propose. 
St Patrick then supposedly gave 
women the chance to ask the 
question every four years.

Birthdays
The odds of having a birthday 
on 29th February are one in 
1,461. People who are born on 
this day are called  "leaplings", 
or "leapers". 

In non-leap years, many leaplings 
choose to celebrate their birthday on 
either 28th February or 1st March, while 
purists stick to 29th February for the occasion.

Approximately 4.1 million people across 
the world have been born on the 29th.

Names
Leap years are also known as “intercalary” 
or “bissextile” years.

http://www.nssocketscrews.com
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The cost of childcare
and babysitting amounts

to nearly a third of
the total cost of 

raising a child

  

The cost of 
raising a child takes up 

more than a third of the 
average UK household’s

net income

BILL
£

59% of parents 
are struggling 
to manage outgoings

49% don’t have
a plan in place for a

sudden loss of income

The cost of raising a child
from birth to the age
of 21 is now ...

0

21

making it more expensive 
than the average house

61%
but 47% say people 

are less able 
to help than 

in previous years

15% of parents 
say they pay for 

a babysitter more 
than once a week

With babysitting costs adding up
ask their family and 

friends to help

THE COST OF RAISING A CHILD IN 2016

The cost of a child calculations, from birth to 21 years, were compiled by the centre of Economic and Business Research (CEBR) for LV= in December 2015 and are based on the cost for the 21-year period to December 2015. Additional 
research was conducted by Opinium Research from 22 to 27 January 2016. The total sample size was 1000 adults with children under the age of 18 and was conducted online. Results have been weighted to nationally representative criteria.

BRAIN TEASERS
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What number should appear next in 
the sequence below?
2 3 10 12 13 20 ?

The first 25 customers of the day in 
a supermarket purchased an average 
of two items each.  After a further 15 
customers, the average number of 
items purchased by each customer 
has risen to eight.

What is the average number of items 
purchased by the last 15 customers?

Lyngstad, Ulvaeus, Andersson and 
Faltskog are collectively known as 
who?

Rearrange the order of the following 
words and place one on each row of 
the grid. If placed correctly two 
topical words will be read down the 
shaded columns. What are they?
TALENT   LISTEN   SAILOR
HOUSES   INVITE   GIANTS

If I can see Lafayette Square to the 
north and The Ellipse to the south, 
where am I?

The name of which global electronics 
giant translates as ‘three stars’?

Kolven (Netherlands), Chole (France 
and Belgium), and Chuiwan (China) 
are all precursors of which sport?

Which London structure, completed 
in 1964, did not appear on Ordnance 
Survey maps for several decades for 
security reasons?

Answers on page 18
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2015: IN SUMMARY AND IN CONTEXT

2015 in Summary

After several years of seemingly 
uninterrupted growth, 2015 was marked 
by increased volatility. The year got off to 
a good start with many markets around 
the world reaching record highs in April, 
but stocks fell dramatically in August, led 
by a sharp decline in Chinese share prices. 

Developed markets returned 4.9%, 
emerging markets dropped 10% and the 
market-weighted combination of developed 
and emerging returned 3.3%. 

The weakness in emerging markets was 
led by China, the world’s second largest 
economy, which showed signs of a 
slowdown during 2015. The economy was 
reported to be growing at an annual rate 
of 7% in Quarters 1 and 2 but fell to 6.5% 
in Quarter 3. This is less than half the 
growth rate in 2010 and the weakest 
growth in 25 years.

Globally, economic growth was the weakest 
since the financial crisis. In December, the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) revised its 2015 world 
growth estimate downward to 2.9% - well 
below the historical average of 3.6% per year.

Oil continued its dramatic slide. After falling 
more than 50% in 2014, it declined another 
30% in 2015, marking the largest two-year 
price drop on record. 

2015 was the first time since the euro’s 
launch that the Fed, ECB and Bank of 
England struck different monetary paths as 
a result of diverging economies. The Fed 
raised its benchmark rate by a quarter point 
in December - its first rate hike since 2006 - 
and stated that it would continue on a 
gradual course of monetary tightening as 
long as inflation and economic growth 
allowed.

2015 in Context

Since the financial crisis of 2008-09, global 
equity markets have enjoyed strong returns 
in spite of concerns about the sustainability 
of economic growth. Volatility in 2015 has 
caused some people to consider the 
possibility that the post-crisis bull 
run might be coming to an end. 

Whether or not this is the case, investors 
should remember that over the long term, 
they are generally rewarded for taking the 
rough with the smooth. The following chart 
puts 2015’s return in a long-term context. 
It illustrates that investors have enjoyed 
positive long-term returns throughout the 
1970s crisis; Black Monday; Black 
Wednesday; wars; currency crises; and 
bubbles and crashes. Those with a 
long-term financial plan and a diversified, 
disciplined approach to investing can still 
expect the capital markets to be the main 
driver of returns.

Chart shows daily levels of MSCI World Index (net div., GBP) between 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2015, rebased to 100. Source: MSCI data © MSCI 2016, all rights reserved. 
These headlines are not offered to explain market returns. Instead, they serve as a reminder that investors should view daily events from a long-term perspective and avoid making investment decisions based solely on the news. News headlines 
from the Financial Times, Wall Street Journal and CNN Money. Indices are not available for direct investment. Their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. In GBP. 
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World Stock Market Performance
MSCI World Index with selected news headlines in 2015
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Equity markets tend to be cyclical. Positive 
periods are followed by negative periods, 
which are then followed by positive periods. 
Because of this, it is common when markets 
are falling to ask whether it is possible to 
time investment decisions to sell at the 
peaks and buy back at the troughs. 

One way to do this might be to analyse 
forward-looking information such as 
economic and corporate data and make 
predictions about the direction of the 
markets. But it is hard to make predictions, 
“especially about the future”. 

Another approach might be to look back at 
data from previous cycles and identify 
patterns that could be repeated going 
forward. Researchers at Dimensional Fund 

Advisors did exactly this, running almost 
800 tests on data from 15 world equity 
markets to identify signals that might point 
to a change of market cycle and simulating 
the trading activity that might improve 
investment returns. 

Most of the 800 tests failed and resulted in 
worse performance than would have been 
achieved by just going with the flow of the 
market. But some of the tests worked and 
produced positive performance results. 

You might think this is good news for 
investors—that they can replicate the 
trading patterns suggested by the positive 
tests. Unfortunately, the number of positive 
results was no greater than one might 
expect with such a large number of tests. 

As the researchers explain, the odds of one 
person coin flipping 10 heads in a row are 
small. But if you asked 100 people to try, 
you would expect around five of them to 
be successful. The same proportion of the 
800 market tests were positive and the 
research was unable to determine if any 
of them were more than just a sequence 
of lucky coin tosses.

The conclusion of the research is that, 
on average, investors are better off sticking 
to their long-term investment goals and 
riding out short-term market volatility, 
rather than trying to time their trading 
to coincide with the peaks and troughs 
of the market. This is also the approach 
we advocate at volatile times such as these. 

These events are not offered to explain market returns. Instead, they serve as a reminder that investors should view daily events from a long-term perspective and avoid making investment decisions based solely on the news.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. MSCI data © MSCI 2016, all rights reserved. Indices are not available for direct investment; therefore, their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management 

 of an actual portfolio. In GBP. 
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ALAN SUGAR - A BIOGRAPHY

Alan Michael Sugar was born in 1947 into 
a Jewish family living on a council estate in 
Clapton in Hackney, an area once known as 
“murder mile”. He is the youngest of four 
children and 12 years younger than his three 
older siblings. 

As a kid he watched his dad, Nathan Sugar 
a tailor in the East End, struggle to support 
the family never knowing from one week to 
the next if he'd have a job. It had a huge 
impact on the young Alan, fuelling a drive 
to succeed that was to earn him a sizeable 
personal fortune. 

He says he never experienced any feelings 
of closeness and caring from his parents and 
hardly remembers his brothers and sisters 
living at home. He looked to his peers for 
feedback and states that he gradually 
became sensitive to the anti-Semitism and 
snobbery that turned other children’s 
parents against him.

By the time Alan was 12-years-old and 
attending Brooke House Secondary School 
in Upper Clapton, he already had a few 
“enterprises” on the go: a milk and paper 

round, in addition to shifts at the baker’s 
and greengrocer’s and selling his home-
brewed ginger beer to the neighbours and 
factory discards to the rag-and-bone man.

The big social crash happened as Alan hit his 
teens. Unlike other Jewish boys he knew, his 
parents couldn’t afford to throw him a 
lavish party after his bar mitzvah and Alan 
was rejected by his friends almost overnight. 
He admits he became a recluse for the next 
two years, shutting himself in his room and 
focusing on his moneymaking ventures.

After leaving school at 16, he worked briefly 
for the civil service as a statistician at the 
Ministry of Education. He started selling car 
aerials and electrical goods out of a van that 
he bought with £50 of his savings. 

Alan began dating Ann Simons, a hairdresser, 
though she claims she was under pressure 
from her father to sever the connection 
with the non-observant boy who, at that 
time, made less money than she did. He 
still wonders what she saw in him. He 
wasn’t even romantic, eventually popping 
the question in a minivan on the Stratford 
flyover. The couple married on 28 April 1968 
and now have two sons and a daughter and 
live in Chigwell, Essex.

It was in that same minivan that he founded 
Amstrad at the age of 21. The company 
started as an importer/exporter and 
wholesaler, but it began selling consumer 
electronics. The business expanded and in 
the 1980s was listed in the stock exchange. 
The profits doubled each year and at its 
highest, Amstrad’s stock market value had 
reached £1.2 billion. 

The 90s turned out to be a difficult period 
when Seagate delivered business PCs with 
compromised quality. This resulted in 
consumer dissatisfaction and a damaged 
reputation they were never able to get back. 
Amstrad was finally bought by broadcaster 
BSkyB for only £125 million. 

Like many businessmen, Sugar can recount 
decades-old transactions to the penny. 
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Sugar is often known for a refreshingly 
honest demolition of false expertise. Others 
believe him to have a wrecking-ball ego, but 
along with that ego comes honour – Sugar’s 
word is his bond. He admits that the part of 
his career he has enjoyed most was working 
with the youngsters on Junior Apprentice.

He claims to have two big regrets in his life. 
The first is that he tolerated a racist factory 
manager in the early days of Amstrad. The 
second is not spending time with his mother, 
Fay, as she suffered from depression towards 
the end of her life. 

Political Involvement
During Prime Minister Gordon Brown's 
cabinet reshuffle on 5 June 2009, the BBC 
reported that Alan Sugar would receive a 
knighthood and had been offered a job as 
the government's Enterprise Champion. 

He was ennobled Baron Sugar of Clapton 
taking the name of the gritty London suburb 
where he grew up as his official title. Only 
then, he says, did his father-in-law give him 
a look of: “You’ve made your point – now 
you are good enough for my daughter.”

In August 2014, Sugar was one of 200 public 
figures who were signatories on a letter to 
The Guardian opposing Scottish independence 
in the run-up to the referendum.

From 1997 until 2015 Sugar was a member 
of the Labour Party and is also one of its 
largest donors. On 11 May 2015, four days 
after the UK general election, he announced 
that he was leaving the party stating that he 
had found himself “losing confidence in the 
party due to their negative business policies 
and general anti-enterprise concepts they 
were considering if they were elected”. 

Tottenham Hotspur Football Club
After a take-over battle with Robert 
Maxwell, Sugar teamed up with Terry 
Venables and bought Tottenham Hotspur 
football club in June 1991. 

Although Sugar's initial investment helped 
ease the financial troubles the club was 
suffering at the time, his treatment of 
Tottenham as a business venture made him 

an unpopular figure among the Spurs fans. 
In Sugar's nine years as chairman, Tottenham 
Hotspur did not finish in the top six in the 
league and won just one trophy, the 1999 
Football League Cup.

Sugar sacked Venables the night before the 
1993 FA Cup Final, a decision which led to 
Venables appealing to the high courts for 
reinstatement. A legal battle for the club 
took place over the summer, which Sugar 
won. The decision to sack Venables angered 
many of Tottenham fans, and Sugar later 
said, "I felt as though I'd killed Bambi." 

In 1992 he was the only representative of 
the then big five (Arsenal, Everton, 
Liverpool, Manchester United and 
Tottenham) who voted in favour of Sky's bid 
for Premier League television rights. The 
other four voted for ITV's bid as it had 
promised to show their games more often. 
Controversially, at the time of the vote, 
Sugar's company Amstrad was developing 
satellite dishes for Sky.

Two years later, Sugar financed the transfers 
of three stars of the 1994 World Cup: Ilie 
Dumitrescu, Gica Popescu, and most 
notably Jürgen Klinsmann, who had an 
excellent first season in English football, 
being named Footballer of the Year.

Sugar appointed seven managers in his time 
at Spurs. The first was Peter Shreeves, 
followed by the dual management team of 
Doug Livermore and Ray Clemence, former 
Spurs midfielder Osvaldo Ardiles, and up 
and coming young manager Gerry Francis. 

In 1997 Sugar stunned the footballing world 
by appointing the relatively unknown Swiss 
manager Christian Gross who lasted nine 
months and finally George Graham, 
a former player and manager of bitter rivals 
Arsenal.

In February 2001, Sugar, who held a 
majority share in the club, sold 27% to 
leisure group ENIC for £22 million. Six years 
later he sold his remaining shares to ENIC 
for £25 million, ending his 16-year 
association with the club. He has described 
his time at Tottenham as "a waste of my life".

The Apprentice
Sugar became the star of the BBC reality 
show, which has run since 2005. He fires a 
candidate each week until one candidate is 
left. The winner is then employed in his 
company or, since the 2011 series, wins a 
partnership with Sugar, including his 
investment of £250,000 to establish their 
own business.

As a condition for appearing in the third 
series, Sugar placed a requirement that the 
show be more business-orientated rather 
than just entertainment and that he should 
be portrayed in a less harsh light, to counter 
his somewhat belligerent reputation. He 
also expressed a desire that the calibre of 
the candidates should be higher than those 
who had appeared in the second series and 
that the motives of the candidates for 
participating are scrutinised more carefully.

Sugar has criticised the US version of The 
Apprentice with host Donald Trump saying:  
"they've made the fatal error of trying to 
change things just for the sake of it and it 
backfired." 

Interests
Sugar is a collector of classic Rolls Royce 
and Bentley motor cars. He owns a Rolls 
Royce Ghost with the number plate AMS1 
which appears on the opening sequence of 
The Apprentice. 

He is also a qualified pilot with 30 years' 
experience and owns a Cirrus SR22 four-seat 
aircraft, which is based at Stapleford 
Airfield.

He is now worth an estimated £840 million.  

More information 
You can follow Alan Sugar on social media at:

 Lord_Sugar

 LordSugar

Source:  ‘What You See Is What You Get’
 by Alan Sugar 

 The Daily Telegraph

https://www.facebook.com/LordSugar
https://twitter.com/Lord_Sugar
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KNOWN UNKNOWNS

Individual investors may face many “known 
unknowns”- that is to say, things that they 
know they don’t know.  

The UK’s referendum on EU membership is 
one of them, confronting people with a large 
degree of uncertainty. 

But it’s not necessary to “make the right 
call” on the referendum or its consequences 
to be a successful investor. Our approach is 
to trust the market to price securities fairly; 
to take account of broad expectations of 
future returns.
 
In arguing for the status quo, the “remain” 
campaign is able to point out familiar 
characteristics of membership.

The “out” campaign, however, is based on 
intangibles that can only be resolved after 
the result of the referendum is known. It is 
impossible for any individual to predict the 
implications of these unknowns with 
certainty.

This is no cause for concern. While the 
referendum is imminent and its 
implications are potentially vast and 
unpredictable, it is not necessary for 
individual investors to make any judgement 
calls on the outcome. We have faced many 
uncertainties in 
the past—general elections, market crises, 
recessions, wars—and throughout all of 
them, the market has done its job of 
aggregating participants’ views about 

expected returns and priced assets 
accordingly.

And while these events have caused 
uncertainty, volatility and short-term losses 
and gains, none of them has altered the 
expectation that stocks provide a good 
long-term return in real terms.

We have a global view of investing, 
and we know that the market is very good 
at processing information that is relevant 
to future returns. Because of this view, 
we don’t attempt to second-guess the 
market. We manage well-diversified 
portfolios that do not rely on the outcome 
of individual events or decisions to target 
the expected long-term return. 

Osborne's ambitions to tear up the system 
of tax breaks for pensions were abandoned 
at the very last moment; we believe this 
u-turn is largely due to the upcoming 
European referendum.

What he has done is introduce a new Lifetime 
ISA from 6th April 2017, the ISA offers those 
under 40 the ability to save up to £4,000 
per annum and obtain a government top-up 
of £1 for every £4 contributed. This sounds 
uncannily familiar to pension tax relief and 
does make you reflect on whether Osborne 
is paving the way for the next chancellor. 
The overall ISA Limit will also increase to 
£20,000 from April 2017.

However, it is not all doom and gloom, 
a surprise announcement from the budget 

was a decrease in capital gains tax from 28% 
to 20% for higher rate taxpayers and 18% 
to 10% for basic rate taxpayers.

This is a welcome reduction and good news 
for all investors except property investors.  
The reduction in CGT does not apply to gains 
made on investment property. It appears the 
government seems hell bent on deterring 
property investment unless it is for primary 
residence.  With the excess Stamp Duty, 
restriction of tax relief and now, no change 
to the CGT.

Various other changes/allowances were 
introduced in the budget, details of which 
are below;

KEY DATES
17th March 2016 
 Stamp Duty Land Tax – Commercial
 Property
 When purchasing commercial property, 
 you will be subject to a revised structure 
 of Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT). The new 
 system will work on a ‘slice’ system:

  0% up to £150,000
  2% between £150,001 and £250,000
  5% above £250,000

 Leasehold rent transactions with a net 
 present value of over £5 million will 
 increase from 1% to 2%.
 
 Entrepreneurs’ Tax Relief
 Entrepreneur's relief can be claimed 
 on the disposal of privately-held
 business assets to a family member, 
 and will allow better relief for joint 
 ventures and partnerships where the 
 existing 5% minimum holding conditions 
 are not satisfied.

 Entrepreneurs’ relief will also be available
 on a disposal of a privately held qualifying 
 asset when the accompanying disposal 
 of business assets are to a family member. 
 This provision is backdated to disposals 
 after 17 March 2015.

 Relief will also be available, subject 
 to certain conditions, on gains on the 

BUDGET CHANGES 2016

His work is like that of the planter - 
for the future. His duty is to lay the 

foundation for those who are to 
come, and point the way.

Nikola Tesla
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 goodwill of a business when that business 
 is transferred to a company controlled 
 by five or fewer persons or by its directors. 
 This will be backdated to disposals after 
 2 December 2014.

1st April 2016
 Stamp Duty Land Tax - Residential
 3% SDLT will be payable on the purchase 
 of second homes and buy to let 
 properties over the value of £40,000. 
 Purchasers will have 36 months (rather 
 than 18 months) to claim a refund of 
 the higher rate if they buy a new main 
 residence before disposing of their 
 previous main residence.

6th April 2016
 Capital gains tax (CGT) rates
  Higher rate reduced from 28% to 20%
  Lower rate will reduce from 18% to 10% 
  The current rates of 28% and 18% 
  will continue to apply to residential 
  property and carried interests.

 Personal Savings Allowance (PSA)
 Taxpayers can earn up to £1,000 
 interest gross (depending on their tax 
 band) free of tax. This includes interest 
 earned from bank/building society 
 accounts, corporate bonds, government 
 bonds, UK based currency accounts and
 gilts. Due to the introduction of the PSA, 
 your bank or building society will pay all 
 earned savings interest gross (without 
 tax taken off the amount). It also includes 

 interest distributions (but not dividend 
 distributions) from authorised unit trusts, 
 open-ended investment companies, 
 investment trusts, and most types 
 of purchased life annuity payments.

 Dividend Allowance
 The Dividend Tax Credit will be replaced 
 by a new tax-free Dividend Allowance.
 You will not have to pay tax on the first 
 £5,000 of your dividend income, no 
 matter what non-dividend income you 
 have. The allowance is available to 
 anyone who has dividend income. 

 Dividend Tax
 You will pay tax on any dividends you 
 receive over £5,000 at the following 
 rates:
  7.5% within the basic rate band
  32.5% within the higher rate band  
  38.1% within the additional rate band

April 2017
 Personal Taxation
  Personal allowance will increase 
  to £11,500 
  Higher rate threshold rises to £45,000 

 Two new tax free £1,000 allowances; 
 Individuals earnings from occasional 
 jobs or from property such as renting 
 out a garage for storage: 

 Restriction of Landlords’ Finance costs 
 relief

 The deduction from property income
 (as is currently allowed) will be restricted 
 to 75% of finance costs, with the 
 remaining 25% being available as 
 a basic rate tax reduction. 

 Finance costs includes mortgage 
 interest, fees incurred when taking out 
 or repaying mortgages or loans, and 
 interest on loans to buy  furnishings. 
 No relief is available for  capital 
 repayments of a mortgage or loan.
 
 Lifetime ISA
 Anyone aged 18-40 will be able to 
 save up to £4,000 each year and the 
 government will add £1 for every £4 
 contributed. Similar to pensions 
 savings it will provide a 25% boost, 
 however this tax boost is conditional:

  Funds are to be used for a house 
  purchase (up to £450k) or for 
  retirement after age 60. 

  If funds are withdrawn for any other 
  purpose, the bonus will be lost and 
  a 5% penalty will apply.

  The Annual ISA Limit increases 
  to £20,000

As always, should you have any questions 
regarding and of this information, 
please call us on 0121 502 8800 
or send an email to info@indexwm.co.uk

BUDGET 2016 NUMBERS

Indirect taxes and duty   10.4%

Capital taxes   3.9%

Business taxes   11%

Council tax   4.3%

Other taxes and royalties   4.5%

Interest and dividends   3% Operating surplus, 
rent etc   3.5%

National 
insurance 
contributions   17%

Income tax net 
of tax credits   25.3%

VAT   17.1%

£648.1
BILLION
total government

revenue based
on estimates
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Why would you want to go to Uganda? 
This was the most frequent question asked 
by the friends and family of Index client 
John Timson when he announced his recent 
trip. Here he explains why he travelled to 
one of the poorest countries in the world 
and how it changed his outlook forever.

During the past seven years I had been 
sponsoring the education of two girls 
through a cousin of my travelling 
companion. Bizarrely based around a brass 
band, the charity creates sponsorship for 
band members (shown right) that, whilst 
learning a musical instrument and providing 
a focus point, keeps them off the streets and 
in a safe haven. The sponsorship then pays 
for their education around the town of Mbale 
in Eastern Uganda.

Having recently retired, and discovering 
my friend was visiting for the third time, 
I decided it would be a great opportunity 
to go along to experience both the band 
project and other situations for myself whilst 
hopefully meeting the girls I had sponsored. 
Whilst I knew it was going to be different, 
nothing had prepared be for the assault 
on the senses I was about to undertake.

Arriving in Entebbe after an overnight flight 
via Doha, we spent the first night in a cultural 
centre in the capital city of Kampala. Manic 
traffic, comprising mostly of small motorbikes 
hindered by road side traders, and baking hot 
temperatures was just the first experience 
of what was going to be a thought-provoking 
journey. 

The following day we travelled for over six 
hours through rural Uganda to the town 
of Mbale in a battered truck on roads of 
questionable quality. Upon arrival we were 
met by a frenetic political rally, together with 
accompanying riot police, for the upcoming 
presidential elections. Quite an introduction 
to this beautiful and eclectic country.

A UGANDAN ODYSSEY

The Good Parts
The economic condition of most people in 
Uganda is unstable. Studies show that nearly 
half of the population survive on less than 
70p a day. So one of my ambitions for the 
trip was to distribute small gifts to some of 
the less fortunate children around the local 
villages. Taking advice from other people 
who had visited Africa, I filled a large holdall 
with bubbles, pencils, balloons, coloured 
plasters, flip flops and children’s underwear.

On day one we visited a small village some 
way out of Mbale to meet the family of a 

girl who was sponsored by my travelling 
companion. The sight of three Mzungo (white 
people) accompanying a local Ugandan lady 
in a battered vehicle created huge amounts 
of interest when we arrived. Whilst my 
colleague spoke with the family I decided it 
would be a great time to give out the bubbles. 

At first the children had no idea what was 
in the small containers, so after a couple 
of quick lessons in advanced bubble blowing 
I had a crowd of around 40 children (shown 
below) running around in complete joy at 
their new acquisitions. 

Lady with six of the children in her care

Bubble blowing in Sironko village

Mbale Schools Band
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The experience of people with next to nothing 
playing with something new will live with 
me for a long time. The distribution of new 
pencils and balloons garnered a similar 
reaction of overwhelming fun. Flip flops 
and underwear were given to the parents 
for the children who looked both happy 
and bemused in equal measure. We followed 
a similar pattern in other places we visited 
receiving the exact same priceless reaction.

The Sad Parts
Having travelled extensively in my working 
life, I had been to third world countries 
before. However, this was usually in an air 
conditioned taxi travelling between meetings 
and hotels. A vastly different proposition to 
getting out amongst the people.

One small village in particular struck a chord. 
We met a lady of 63 (shown far left) who was 
looking after nine small children. Some of the 
children were abandoned by her own family, 
but others simply deserted by strangers, 
unable to cope with raising their own children. 

Living in a simple mud hut, she earned 
money by digging fields for other people. 
Living on a diet of tea for breakfast and a 
homemade mix of millet, maize and a type 
of dried pea made into a porridge for dinner, 
has resulted in major physical under 
development of the children in her care. 
It is a scene we have all seen many times 
on our TV’s brought to us by large celebrity-
backed charities. The situation was a lot 
more haunting when confronted with the 
problem face to face. 

At 63 her days digging for other people will 
shortly be at an end as younger, fitter people 
get the work.  So I have decided to raise funds 
to purchase a small plot of land adjacent to 
where they live, in order for her to grow her 
own crops for food and sell excess produce 
for money. I believe a far more sustainable 
solution than simply giving cash.

We also got to visit a local General Hospital 
in Mbale to meet two English doctors who 
are currently working there as volunteers. 

In their first six months, they have managed 
to reduce the mortality rate amongst new 
born children from nearly 50% to almost 20% 
by applying simple process changes and 
good governance. This is an environment 
where they have access to limited technical 
equipment and where frequent power cuts 
make their use frequently redundant anyway. 

The site of 33 ladies with their new born 
children sharing four beds in a room with 
no fan or air conditioning will live with me 
for a long time. Helping them with their 
own campaign ‘Born on the Edge’ has also 
become a personal priority.

Outcomes
I feel honoured to have had the chance to 
visit such an intriguing country and have a 
major desire to return one day. Despite the 
overbearing poverty in places, we only ever 
received a positive and happy reaction to 
us being there. Physically the country is 
beautiful with lush landscape and great 
scenery, but economically it is hugely 
unbalanced. I feel that my personal 
understanding of poverty has been 
re-calibrated and recognise that living 
in the developed world is a privilege. 

Trying to ‘fix Africa’ is a near impossible task, 
but trying to improve the quality of life for 
a few people is definitely achievable. 

I have set up a Just Giving page that will 
be available until 30th April for anyone who 
has been moved by this story and wishes to 
contribute to this worthy cause. The money 
raised will go towards the purchase of the 
field and the maternity unit. 

To make a donation please visit my fundraising 
page at:  crowdfunding.justgiving.com/
  john-timson-index
If you would like to sponsor a child, please 
email me at: john_timson@btconnect.com 
and I will happily to put you in touch with 
the charity I support, where 100% of the 
money goes to the children.

UGANDAN FACT FILE

Uganda sits astride the equator 
and combines savannah - such 
as the Unesco Queen Elizabeth 
National Park containing wild 
game - with fertile rainforests, 
where mountain gorillas are 
under threat from habitat loss.

Lake Victoria, the second largest 
freshwater lake in the world, sits 
along the southern border with 
Tanzania and is the site of the 
source of the Nile.

Bantu speakers settled in southern 
Uganda after 1000AD and formed 
new ethnic groups including the 
Baganda, who were centred around 
the capital Kampala. The name 
Uganda is a Swahili word for 
Buganda.

Despite a volatile recent history 
since independence from Britain 
in 1962, Uganda has recovered 
from civil war to become more 
stable since the 1980's.

Uganda is a bird watcher's 
paradise with over 1000 species.

Ugandans like to eat crickets, 
in addition to matooke a dish 
of steamed plantains.

Studies indicate there are just 750 
mountain gorillas remaining in the 
world. As Uganda is the natural 
home of these gorillas, you can 
see many in the country’s Bwindi 
and Mhahinga National parks.

Lonely Planet selected Uganda as 
the best tourist attraction country 
in 2012. It claims that nearly one 
million tourists from across the 
world visit Uganda every year.

https://crowdfunding.justgiving.com/john-timson-index
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For the third consecutive year, the Index 
team celebrated Christmas with a trip to see 
‘Aladdin’ at the Birmingham Hippodrome.

The pantomime was billed as the best the 
venue has ever hosted so we were all very 
much looking forward to the performance.

Following a sumptuous meal in the Lloyds 
Bank Boardroom, we were led to our superb 
seats located in the Circle with spectacular 
views of the stage. 

The show did not disappoint and was 
packed full of humour. The addition of 3D 
special effects, including a magic carpet, 
were truly outstanding. 

THE HIPPODROME SHINES AT CHRISTMAS

RESTAURANT REVIEW

The Birmingham Hippodrome never fails 
to attract many famous names and this 
year was no different; Lee Mead (shown 
right) as Aladdin, Marti Pellow stared as 
Abanazar, Julian Clary as the Slave of the 
Ring, and Matt Slack as Wishee Washee.
 
After the show we made our way to the 
Stageside Bar and Restaurant for drinks. 
The venue is usually closed to the public 
on opening night so the cast and crew can 
celebrate the first night’s performance. 
However, as Index are corporate patrons 
of the Birmingham Hippodrome, we were 
permitted access and were fortunate 
enough to meet Marti Pellow and Lee Mead 
who were both very friendly and charming.

We all had a brilliant evening and would like 
to thank the Birmingham Hippodrome for 
their hospitality. They really do know how 
to put on a superb show and ensure their 
guests have the most enjoyable experience.

Index team member, Tracey Goulden recently 
visited Pasta di Piazza with her family and 
has provided would-be diners with a review 
of her party’s experience.

The restaurant is situated in a red-brick 
Victorian building hung with flower baskets 
in St Paul’s Square in the heart of Birmingham 
City Centre. It offers quality Italian food in 
authentic, relaxed surroundings. As it is within 
easy reach of the vibrant Jewellery Quarter, 
there is plenty to do before or after your visit. 

You will find this superb Italian restaurant 
offers the freshest ingredients and takes real 
pride in preparing quality food for you, your 
family, friends or business colleagues. There 
is a varied, extensive and a fine selection 
of wines for a reasonable budget all of which 
can be found on their website.

We visited the restaurant in the early evening 
around 6pm without making a prior booking. 
Although quite empty at this time of the 
evening, it soon became busy and so I would 
recommend booking to avoid disappointment.

Our selections were quite varied. I chose the 
Mushroom Italiano to start, oven baked 
mushrooms in tomato sauce with garlic and 
herbs topped with mozzarella cheese. My 
main course was Filleto D’Agnello, marinated 
lamb fillet in rosemary, garlic and olive oil 
served on a bed of spinach with red wine 
sauce, which I found to be of excellent quality.  

My husband started with the Garlic Bread 
with Cheese and Bistecca Di Manzo for his 
main course, which was an Aberdeen Angus 
sirloin steak. He requested the sauce to be 
offered as a side condiment, which they 
were only too happy to accommodate.  

Family members chose the Crab Meat and 
Smoked Salmon, which consisting of white 
crab meat on a bed of avocado salad topped 

Find out more by visiting:  pastadipiazza.com
and thejamhouse.com/birmingham

with smoked salmon and extra virgin oil. 
Their main course  was the Rissotto Al 
Funghi,  which consisted of porcini 
mushrooms with Luganica pork, sausage, 
white wine, parsley and grana padano. 
Everyone commented the food was delicious 
and none of us could find room for a dessert.  
The staff were very accommodating and it 
was a pleasure to dine in such an attentive 
and relaxed environment.
  
The restaurant is easily accessible with 
ample parking around St Pauls Square.  For 
those wishing to continue the evening, The 
Jam House is an excellent venue providing 
fabulous live entertainment.  

http://www.pastadipiazza.com
http://www.thejamhouse.com/birmingham
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INFORM

April

01. April Fool’s Day

02. Children’s Book Day

07. The Masters golf tournament starts

07. World Health Day

09. Grand National at Aintree

10. County Cricket Championships start

11. Schools reopen after Easter

16. Snooker World Championships start

21. The Queen’s 90th birthday

22. Jelly Bean Day

23. St. George’s Day 

23. First Day of Passover

24. London Marathon

30. Last Day of Passover

30. International Jazz Day

May

01. May Day

02. Early May Bank Holiday 

04. Star Wars Day

08. World Red Cross Day

08. Invictus Games commence in Florida

09. Liberation Day in Guernsey and Jersey

11. Eat What You Want Day

15. Pentecost

15. Premier Football League season ends

16. Whit Sunday 

21. FA Cup Final

21. World Whisky Day

27. Schools close for half term

28. Rugby Union Premiership Final

30. Spring Bank Holiday 

18.

June

04. Hug your cat day

05. World Environment Day

06. Schools reopen after half term

07. Ramadan begins

11. The Queen’s Official 90th Birthday

14. World Blood Donor Day

15. The start of British Flowers Week

16. US Open Golf Championships start

19. National Kissing Day 

19. Father's Day 

20. Summer Solstice - Longest Day

24. British Athletics Championships start

24. Take your dog to work day

26. United Nations International Day

30. Social Media Day

21. The numbers all begin with the 
letter ‘T’ when written as a word

18

ABBA

Lights and Tinsel

LISTEN

INVITE

GIANTS

HOUSES

TALENT

SAILOR

The White House

Samsung

Golf

The GPO Tower, now the BT Tower

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

06.

07.

08.
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Alexandra Vind has successfully completed 
J09, a Level 4 Certificate in Paraplanning 
via the Chartered Insurance Institute (CII) 
Examination Board.

This qualification demonstrates her 
dedication to ongoing improvement 
of her technical paraplanning knowledge.

Bhavika Desai has successfully completed 
the Private Client Investment Advice and 
Management (PCIAM) qualification with 
the Chartered Institute of Securities and 
Investments (CISI).

This is a Level 6 qualification, which 
demonstrates the commitment to increase 
knowledge in the area of private client 
investment advice.
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Chartered Financial Planner
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